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VIEW DISARMAMENT Delegates Will Report








at the fourth luncheon of the Foreign
Policy Association in Boston, formed a
striking triangle of opinion. M. Salva-
dor de Madariaga seemed to stand at
the right angle representing the League
of Nations viewpoint, while Mr. Chris-
tian Herter and Mr. Philip Kerr found
themselves to be at the other angles
with a hypotenuse made up of Anglo-
American disarmament problems, be-
As Chief of the Disarmament Section
of the League Secretariat, M. de Ma-
dariaga approached the subject not
only with intimate knowledge but with
a broad perspective, and delivered a
talk free from nationalistic consid-
erations and one which reached to what
he believes to be the root of the m
For although there are many different
avenues of approach to the diss
ment question, the same conclusion is
ent as delegates at the great Student
Cunvontinii held in Detroit during
Christmas holidays realize most keenly
that its abiding value cannot be fully
only be based on world organization
and understanding. Disarmament
defined not as the complete doing a
f several nations. The lat-
ter definition, now accepted generally,
entails the issue of security. The first
definition was proven impractical since
it is impossible to find a measure by
which armaments may be gauged. The
money can only be considered subject-
ively, for quantities can not be com-
pared with objective standards. Th<
policies of the nations,
for these too are necessarily subjective.
The only criterion i.\ in uidmnii whether
or not the arms of a nation are of a
defensive or aggressive character. And
ment against the background of
national cooperation.
Do Armaments Make War'
Two other ways ot coiiMdenn
i depends on what M.
1 Madariaga phrases "the organization
Page 3, Column 1)
Amherst Glee Club
To Sing On Jan. 21
On Saturday, January 21, the Wel-
lesley and the Amherst Glee Clubs will
give a concert together in Alumnae
Hall. It promises to be one of unusual
excellence. Our Glee Club will sing
a group fom the English Madrigal
School, the Haec Dies of Gallus, which
was sung in the Chapel as an anti-
phonal anthem, the Finale from one of
the Gilbert and Sullivan operas and
several gay Brahms Waltzes. Marion
Fuller will be the soloist.
The concert will be followed by danc-
ing. Tickets may be obtained only by
application to the Music Office. All
seats will be reserved and tickets will
be assigned in order of application.
They are $1.00 each. Place your order
immediately.
group
; possible we would share with you
unforgettable experience of being
of that great fellowship of nearly
thousand students and leaders from
larts of the world, of taking part in
that splendid singing "which the lips
lousands lift as from the heart of
impact of the great personam. ic-s
h we met there—personalities so
Jesus that
through them we too could see Him.
There are other values more easily
inference brought the world situation
dents. It was presented to us at Detroit
in all the complexity of its political,
economic, social and religious relation-
ships. Voices from China, Japan,
Near East, nationals as well as mis-
sionaries, were heard from the plat-
form, along with the messages of such
men as Doctors Mott, Speer ar
Out of the life and experience
COMING EVENTS
Maude Royden, who is to
chapel, Sunday, January 15,
the very remarkable women
land. She is a graduate of a
college and began her can
and this
i
rid brotherhood of which we speak
aften, and towards which so much of
elT r»-l is directed.
'or five days we faced together the
ibems of our own Christianity here
the West, in so many ways far re-
moved from the spirit of Christ, and
questions involved in sharing the
rist we know with people of other
es and other religions: the Philoso-
Continued on Page 8. Column 3>
School For Orphan Children
Aided by the Service Fund
For a long time Wellesley College has
aid about Aunt Dinah and her school
• orphan boys in Georgia. But many
iooI for orphan girls in the city of
ears ago a new dormitory was
nd the chairman of
Committee had the pie
Report of Detroit Convention
i in. Miss Amy
English woman trained at Northfield,
Mass., has charge of the school. She
unusual combination of fine
ability and a heart full of
ie girls in her care. Although
the Atlanta Community Chest helps
with the running expenses, there is
a large debt and the building can
be dedicated until this is paid.
Last year the Service Fund sent a
>unt and this year will prob-
ably do the same. Aunt Dinah and
Miss Chadwick work together in an
interesting way. During moving week
-old baby girl was left to be tak-
Aunt Dinah took charge of her
until "Leonard St. School" was settled.
All little boys are taken out to the
Industrial School. The barrels sent to
ol are carefully looked over,
I and if there are articles more appro-







entered the suffrage movement and
became one of its most gifted speakers
and editor of a suffrage Journal. Her
first preaching experience was as as-
sociate minister of the City Temple,
London, under Dr. Joseph Fort Newton.
an American Congregational minister.
At present Miss Royden is head of the
Guildhouse, Eccleston Square, London,
ie of the most distinctive centers of
ligious thought and social effort in
London.
Miss Royden has scholarship and
eloquence, coupled with a personal and
spiritual quality that gives to her ad-
dresses a very special appeal. Her po-
as the only woman in Britain
has made an assured place for
if as the leader of a church gives
t standing and influence in the
English-speaking world which is
unique," according to S. K. Ratcliffe.
think of a tradition as some
i that our elders think it wise for
observe, but Wellesley alumnae,
when long ago they voted the obser-
a "Tradition Night" every
another definition of tra-
dition, "transmitting knowledge and
belief without writing."
One can't be fifty years old without
having a history, and so Margaret
Merrill, '99, is going to turn interpreter
for Wellesley on January 20. W<
not be undergraduates today without
leaning on the faculty and : under-
graduates from 1875-1927. Why can't
we stand alone? We shall find that out
We think we understand the faculty,
|
Rival Queens Compared
~ By Visiting Professor
Queen of Scotland and the C
England, did Professor Robert
Royal Historiographer of Scotland,
speak of these two young women in hit
address here last Friday night.
With the exception of Mary Tudor
northern kingdoms. Cousins, bot
were beautiful, both gifted and we
educated. But while Mary grew up i
the French court, a beloved little prir
cess, Elizabeth, despised daughter c
the ill-fated Anne Boleyn, knew neither
a happy childhood nor love.
Mary married her c«fisin and pi
mate. Francis the Dauphin. Becc
Queen of France, she asserted her els
over England and called herself Qu
France, Scotland, and Engla
This began the conflict. Elizabeth i
annoyed and when Francis died she
became truly worried, for the
England rested up
Mary might then wed. When Mary
through England
that she might return to Scotland, Eliz-
fused it. Then was held that
of words" when
they :
traits in a play—an alumnae-faculty
play, which will be given on the
Wellesley Tradition Night. Watc
On Monday, January 16. Mr. A
. Ryder of the Department of Music
11 give an organ recital in the Chapel,
you heard him last year you will
member his interesting program and
3 excellent performance. If you missed
lr\st time be sure nol to miss it this.
Mr. Rennie Smith, Labor Member of
the British Parliament, will lecture
Monday. January 16, at 8:00 in Billings
Hall. The subject of Mr. Smith's lec-
ture will be "Is Great Britain Played
Out?" Those who heard his lecture on
the British General Strike in May, 1926,
will remember with unusual pleasure
his ability as a speaker. Those who
were so unfortunate as to miss that
i.crusion should avail themselves of the
opportunity to hear him next Monday.




16, will take place on Fndav.
January 13. at 4:40 P.M. in Room 124,
Founders Hall. Miss Moore, Wellesley
is employment service manager
e Dutchess Manufacturing Com-
of Poughkeepsie, New York. She




i picture, Potemkin. which
under the auspices of the
her societies for the benefit of the
K. X. building fund, will be shown
Friday, January 13. at 8 o'clock in
umnae Hall. The picture, which is




marks was, "Elizabeth says that I
i too young to know my mind. V
1 confess that I am younger than
Modern Language Scholars
Hear Paper by Mrs. Loomis
Wellesley College
the annual meeting of the Modern
Language Association held at Louis-
ville, Kentucky, from December 28th to
30th, by Mrs. Loomis, Mr. Ehrensperger
and Miss Bushee. The association,
probably the largest group of scholars
in the country, numbers over four
sresent, and the attend-
the
and mediaeval L
were represented in group meetings
in two large, general meetings. At the
first general meeting. Mrs. Loomis read
a paper on "The Celtic Twelve in
Pelerinage de Charlemagne and
thurian Romance," in which she
forth arguments to prove their straight
descent from old Irish gods through
Irish heroic legend
mance. Although problematic in many
cases, the stages can be traced here
exact evidence.
Professor Roger S. Loomis, of the
English Department of Columbia
versify, was chairman of the Arthurian
joyed lively scholarly
ago Mrs. Loomis was one of
presidents of the association.
Reports were given of the
of the two extraordinarily interesting
groups of scholars at the University of
Chicago, who are working
largest projects
American scholarship. One. under Pro-
Manly of the Department of
English, has been enabled by large
Continued on Page 8, Col. 2)
ANNUAL CONFERENCE
HELDBYN.S.F.A.




University of Nebraska at Lin-
was host December 15-17 to the
delegates of the National Student Fed-
»n of America, who flocked there
colleges all over the country, from
Leland Stamford to the Florida State
College for Women. A delegate came
England to represent the Inter-
national Confederation of Students
2. I. E.) to which the N. S. F. A.
belongs; a student came from Honolulu
an invitation to the 1929 Pan-
Pacific Congress of students. Wellesley
as represented by Martha Biehle and
alcolm Can-.
Committees Are Helpful
Student problems of national and in-
ocal student
of faculty-student cooperation in
riculum and




jniversity speakers, with fees,
especially helpful to smaller
colleges. The Travel Committee is in-
works with
students. This
Revolution during the year 1905, has
highest praise from actors
i only in America
Gennany. Hungary and
other countries of Europe.
Mrs. Frank Vanderlip, former Presi-
;nt of the New York League of
omen Voters, will speak on the Pro-
essive Woman's Attitude in the 1928
Election, at the Liberal Club, on Mon-
day afternoon, January 16.
hospitaliry ol ]
ear it arranged a trip for five men
ve women from European Univer-
who spent four weeks in this
country last summer, visiting states
the eastern coast, entertained
everywhere by students. A tour of
ame nature, perhaps larger, is
planned for this year. Information is
so furnished to student unions not in
e C. I. E., such as those in South
Under the new officers, the president.
Edward Miller of Washington and Lee,
Continued on Page 2, Col. 2)
Translator of Claudel's Poem
Is Awarded Forum Prize
In , the i
fered a prize for the best translation
of L'Enfant Jesus de Prague, selected
by M. Claudel himself from among his-
works. Prom the one thousand versions
submitted, that of Miss Molly Ander-
son Haley of Richmond Hill, Long
Island, has just been rated first. The
difficulty of carrying over into English
the mystic beauty of M. Claudel 's poet-
ry will be apparent to all who heard
the French ambassador read when here.
L'Enfant Jesus de Prague, included in
the reading, has a gentle charm hard
to reproduce. The six representative
versions printed in the Forum present
considerable variety: one is in Chau-
be by an
Augustinian monk, another is in blank
two are in the rimed couplet of
iginal. Of these the prize poem is
t in word and spirit to Claudel's
Page 4, Column -
Amherst-Wellesley Concert




from ten members to some two
last Saturday morning when Professor
Rait of Glasgow gave an informa
Beginnini
She word "university" itself, Pro
Rait explained tflat the phras<
used quite
generally in the Middle Ages and mean
simply "all of you," or a body of people
the English word nearest it is "guild.'
"Studium generate" was the term usee
in the Middle Ages for what we mear
by university, a place to study.
lections of students around a man whe
had attained distinction as a teacher;
these groups were very informal, with
no rules. Owing to the fact that nc
one will ever teach without wanting tc
examine, a fact which Professor Rait
gave as evidence of original sin. the
det:r. rurd - the :
Student- Rule In Italy
two classes with the growth
within them: student university
where the ruling guild was compose
of students, and master universities
where the teachers' guild was in con
trol. The former were found especial
ly in Italy and southern France; tin
head was a student rector, who with
an executive council of students laid
down the regulations and controlled the
university, including the masters. The
students acted as spies and reported
any complaints of their teachers to the
rectors; it was they who declared a
holiday. The doctors kept but one
right, that of examining, and in exer-
,
cising this, they were warned by the
, students not to be too severe.
The question naturally a:
why the masters stood such i
it was through pressure on
that the students extorted
from them. A university was of great
commercial value to a town, and so
when things did not please the stu-
dents, they had only to threaten to
leave. In the student university is
found the origin not only of the univer-
sity but also of the college. A college
was a communal residence for the
sake of economy -and for protection
against the laity, for members of a
studium were regarded as clerks and
had their privileges. The original un-
dergraduate dress, in fact, was the
clerical dress, and students were ton-
alternatives; subjects of con-
were strictly regulated; musi-
except the piano in
certain hours, and dogs were forbidden;
practically no recreation was allowed.
In closing, Professor Rait explained
that finally the college began to sup-
ply teaching as well as a place of resi-
dence and thus took that out of the
hands of the university. After the end
of the fifteenth century, when colleges
people in endowed halls, the original
halls were gradually destroyed, and
there developed the beginnings of the
from Page 1, Col. 5)
president, Martha Biehle, and
;urer, J. Willard Rippon of the
University of Toledo, a program of
closer organization is planned. Al-
though the Federation is young, flnan-
reform is necessary, and this was
of the important functions of the
conference. A paid secretary to the
president will centralize the work, and
is next best to a central office, for
which the Federation hopes. The
N. S. F. A. is represented in England
and in the Orient, and delegates will
attend this summer's congress of the
C. I. E. in Rome.
Three speakers were present at the
conference, which was otherwise an en-
tirely student affair, possessed of much
student enthusiasm if of some student
Professor Fling of the Uni-
versity of Nebraska spoke on Interna-
tional Relations. President Main of
poke on the Student and
Religious Life, Professor Todd of




Wellesley's proudest boast at the pres-
lt moment is a claim to two great-
granddaughters, the first two to attend
:ollege! Cornelia Roberts, New
York City, is the daughter of Saidee
rett. 1903. and step granddaughter
Nellie Adams, '91; Marjorie Paige,
Brooklyn, New York, is the daughter
Alice Perry. '07, and granddaughter
Grace Cutler, 1875-1877. Smith Col-
:e and Mt. Holyoke each have one,
which leaves Wellesley still in the lead.
There are also forty-two granddaugh-
rrquirements for the degree. Other-
wise, the students were free to live as
they pleased in, their small communal
halls; they electd a head and made
Colleges Lack Comforts
Colleges were formed through pro-
visions made by pious donors for the
secular clergy; they were created cor-
porations, allowed to hold lands and
have buildings. The first such college
at Oxford, one of the most ancient uni-
versities, was Merton, which was
founded as a Society. The Parish Church
was used as a residence and is now the
Merton Chapel. At New College, Ox-
ford, one can still see the original
Chapel and Hall and the old gateway
• from whose tower room the warden
what they did inside. A college had
provision for everything but teaching,
for which it was not intended and
which was left to the university. Some
old rooms still exist and show what the
early ones were like. They had
large window and three small, c!
only with wooden shutters rather
desks; there was no heating.
Ihe Hall boasting a fireplace.
Dinner was at ten o'clock in
iiornirm and supper at night.
amous English breakfast partie
he present day originated in raid
the buttery. The mediaeval stu





Latest Colors and Styles
Three-toned Jersey Dresses, $4.95
20; 36, 38, 40 and 42
January Sale of Silk
UNDERWEAR
NEGLIQEES
1/ creations at surprisingly lou
WABAN LODGE
rge Pleasant Rooms for
11 WABAN STREET
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EXCELLENT PHOTOGRAPHY










Satin Girdles, formerly $4.50
Sale Price, $1.50
Elastic Step-in Corsets,, Re-
duced fro 1.00 to $3.50.
IVY CORSET SHOP
8 Church Street, Wellesley
WORCESTER NEW BEDFORD
White Velvet Footwear
Dyed to Match Your Gowns







JAMES E. LEE, Mgr.
Waban Building Wellesley
WELLESLEY COLLEGE NEWS
VILL. AND COLLEGE NOT IDLE
DURING CHRISTMAS VACATION
Three weeks of vacation, three w
of comparative peace and quiet for
college and the Vill, and great tilings
accomplished behind our backs,
girls and their belongings depart, and
in the sweet vacancy of campu;
breath and get in their
To
and the college have all
look, but first glances are deceptive.
Things have happened. Freeman has
a new library floor, the taxis a new
home and, greatest of all, the Clemenl
Drug Store a brand new soda fountain
Temporarily damned, the flood oi
chocolate milk shakes now flows mer-
rily on, rejoicing in a new marble bed
whether imported or of domestic Ver-
mont is unknown.
The president's bridge and the twc
paths chaperoning it are nearing com-
Bui
.
the most for itself during the holidays.
An $8,000 apparatus has been installed
which guarantees to clean your blan-
kets—the shrinkage not to exceed one-
eighth of an inch. The full signifi-
cance of this addition is only aprecia-
ted when you realize that now Lake
Waban Laundry as well as Lu>
not hurt your daintiest woolens!
a Page 1, Column 1)
of the world for its own good." Pacifism
believes armaments make war—
a
plausible enough viewpoint. Hypotheti-
cal wars imply an adversary and have
the same effect on a War department
as a lamp post on a cyclist! The reme-.
dy is, of course, to suppress arms. But
granted that all nations agree to this,
which in the advent of war. could be
utilized more speedily and efficiently
for re-arming, and thus some nations
would have a decided advantage over
others. The only solution here would
be to guarantee that this capacity for
i Wash-
ington to keep their governments prop-
erly informed. The tactlessness of the
English in taking the tentative plan
proposed by America and tearing it to
bits in the presence of the press was
responsible
re-arming be not used. The
considerations involved then only
affairs conflict with the
individual desires, a tension grows up.
Arbitration, M. de Madariaga said, is
only useful before this tension has
reached a point of strain. Here again
the attitude leads to world problems.
The League which stands for an at-
tempt at world organization has tried.
t methods to furthc
In 1920. 1921 and 19
iave met and failed I
is impossible to solve technical ques-
tions without considering the political
aspect. The indirect method attempted
to balance disarmament with security
Lord Cecil was rejected on the grounds
that the proportion of the three was
not well arranged.
Leaders Are Needed
The American theory of the outlawry
of war the speaker characterised as
"not so exceedingly good and not so
exceedingly bad." But he believes that
when nations act as policemen to en-
force such a principle upon an aggres-
c)v I\lLid;iri;i!:a s;nd tlial arbitration
not go far enough, but that in dea
in terms of a world community lay the
only solution for the tangled problem
] resent is lack of leadership.
Prom this convincing, though i
istic presentation. Mr. Christian Herter
returned to the more specific rela
between Great Britain and the United
States, which recently gained prom
q have been coined in dis-
discussions. Much is said
of parity. Mr. Herter believes there is
no such thing, but only relative parity.
Another popular idea is the impos-
sibility of war between English speak-
ing peoples. "This unfortunately is
not an absolute truth." Mr. Herter de-
clared and pointed to our own past
"absolute need" Mr. Herter was em-
phatic. He asserts it is an illusion.
Need depends "on what other nations
have got." This of course was a direct
shot at the center of the British argu-
ment which contends that a large navy
is needed for economic and geographic
reasons. It is an argument which
germinated in British minds as far
> inefficiency
Thr cv.olidse program of naval con-
ruction which has caused serious
iticism in England will only be on a
large scale if it is concentrated in a
few years, Mr. Herter believes, and,
so, by 1936 our navy would be far
:>r to that of Great Britain. The
:ence should make us think care-
fully and introspectively in regard to
The British answer to the speech of
!r. Herter was made by Mr. Philip
err who served as secretary to Mr.
Lloyd George when he was Prime Min-
Misunderstanding has arisen, hf
j, because we have not under-
ilT' Fnii.-h attitudr and because
they have not understood ours. He
claimed that the American proposal
ii|ji issiblf be-i-iuisc it ('ndaniirrec!
ntish navy and the safety of
These are as the spinal chord of
Great Britain, and public opinion will
nsent to any plan that risks their
That America would not be
willing to take risks any more than
Britain was one of his pertinent con-
Mr. Kerr was very suave and correct
arguing that freedom of the seas
eant peace and that the interests of
ie United States and England were
identical. But he did not seem to rep-
; anything but the politician's
attitude, and his attempts to smooth
affairs had the opposite effect of
uflliivi comment. However, he clearly
showed the reasonableness of the
3ritish attitude when it is under^iu.id.
Page 1, Column
France past England to
expecting capture by her cousin, but in
hour a heavy fog settled,
galleys. Elizabeth actually
imprisoned one of her court for giving
thanks for that fog.
Mary, however, soon played directly
hands for it became
s desire to be made the lat-
2ss. Here was played what
Rait calls the game of "heads
.ils you lose," for Elizabeth




might grant her cousin's wish. When
Mary chose as her husband Lord Darn-
union perfectly harmless to;
fully
English queen. When he arrived Eliz-
abeth was trying to write a letter to
Mary more spiteful that the "very]
spiteful one" that she had just re-
j
ceived from that lady! Later she
j
wished to know whether she or Mary
were the fairer; then which was taller,
I
and what exercise Mary took. When I
discovered playing the harp she stopped !
to ask which of them played better.
|
When seen dancing she wanted to
know which danced better. His an-
swers justify Melville as a diplomat!
When Mary was imprisoned in Loch
Leven. Elizabeth sent her a note of
sympathy and a ring which Mary mis-
token of friendship
which led her to go to England for
ipon her escape. She was promptly
help for nineteen years,
years filled with plots each of which
made her imprisonment more severe.
Elizabeth's ministers, fearing their
Protestantism and safety Mary's possi-
finally had her tried and
ie trial and the manner
in which she later awaited death show
Mary as brave and forgiving through
all the injustice done her. Elizabeth
gave her secretary, Davidson, ambigu-
beheaded, Elizabeth loudly declared
Davidson was brought to trial and
ruined that an explanation might be
uiven France and Scotland.
When asked why James. Mary's son,
had not saved his mother, Professor
Rait said that he could have used the
Spanish menace to force Elizabeth to
spare her but that he did not prefer
his mother to his chance of the English
Finally the professor stated that
while some people had asked whether
he had not been unfair to Elizabeth,
he had been as fair to her as a good
Scotchman could be. But one might
COMING EVENTS IN BOSTON
playing at Symphony
January 15, at 3:30. "Mr. Pader-
ti, who entered his sixty-eighth
beginning to re-
tour—of any country. 'The moment I
realize that I am not making any
progress in music I shall stop playing.
but the fact will not be heralded."'
The following Sunday Marion Talley.
the youthful acquisition to operatic
circles, will be heard at the same place.
That evening the great Spanish miirar-
ist, Segovia, is to play at the Repertory
Theatre at 8:15.
To-night Elizabeth Burgess, Soprano,
and Prince Alexis Obolensky, basso-
cantante, will sing at Jordon Hall.
Moisciwitsch. a Russian pianist, will
perform there Saturday afternoon.
The Thrill of the AFTER-HOLIDAY





















Telephone Wellesley 0968 Mrs. Mary B. Hughes, Hostess g
DR. STANLEY E. HALL
DENTIST
Waban Block Wellesley Sq.
Dr. F. Wilbur Mottley, M.A.
Dentist















give best service and
longest wear.





found excuse to declare her <
Elizabeth Described by Melville
Professor Rait read a portion of t
emoirs of Melville, ambassador fro
Mary to Elizabeth, in which he r






: There are busy days ahead of us.
If they were coming right on top of
tlhe hectic ones just before vacation,
tye might be justified in feeling a bit
discouraged in the face of them. We
ifefn
had.
should be ready to take
up our work again with new enthu-
siasm. It is hard to get back into
the round of study, but how jolly it is
(jo see our friends, wish them a Happy
New Year, and settle down again to
ttie pleasures and companionship of
college life.
Tilt N !
In the N. P. S. A. we find a student
organization slowly but surely growing.
As recently as last year the issue came
up as to whether it should join the
C. I. E., the International Student Fed-
eration. When this was accomplished,
the world was encircled with a band
of students vitally
problems of the world.
official authority, of
however charming a personality, may
influence international attitudes and
policies, and yet the power of friend-
ly contact and the resulting favorable
public opinion is undeniable. Accord-
ing to Nicaraguan editorial comment,
s weaving bonds of friend-
sympathy. If the spirit
which he is carrying with him to our
neighbors can be fostered and devel-
oped into a permanent feeling, his
mission of good will may be of ines-
Tiable value to this country.
OPPORTUNITIES MISSED
Perhaps it is because we have so
many lectures at college that we fail
appreciate some of them and at-
tend for the most part only those to
required to go. If we
fully realized what valuable and inter-
resting information we deliberately pass
we certainly should be more eager
take advantage of our opportunities.
This is true especially in the case of
:. (.' "I '<-
Back of the formation of the National
Unions of Students in many countries
of Europe was the impetus given by
the horrible fact of the Great War. We
in the United States who as students
felt the horror of those years only
directly should not shirk the respoi
bility of joining with other student
groups in furthering understanding
tween nations. Our National Student
Federation is hi its infancy an
require the cooperation of all students
to make it grow into its place beside
the other student unions
Keep informed on thi
both of these organizati
College Government bulletin board in
Hall will be posted art
ins bringing facts about
N. S- P. A. and the C. I. E. Be ini
gent about the work of students in
country and in the world
the most important of great
England, Honolulu; and in the United 1
States, from Florida and California.
!
But the most remarkable fact is that
this organization is entirely a student
affair. It cannot fail to have far-
1
reaching influence. If anything
hope to bring peace to the world.
the interchange of ideas and p
these is probably due
j
fact that only those girls who
i pecially interested in
subject to be treated take the time to
i attend the lecture. But would it not
which to work.
fellowship. The N. F. S. A.,
through it, the C. I. E„ deman<
respect and cooperation of every
HONOR
Having, this last vacation, discovered
ready to believe anything. But it is
cruel disillusionment to discover that
justice is really a myth. We had heard
rumors to that effect before, but we
always allowed for the person's having
Free Press Column
All contributions for this column
must be signed with the full name
of the author. Initials or numerals
will be used if the writer so desires.
The Editors do not hold them-
selves responsible for opinions and
Contributions should







stand for. Two sets of these initials
in the United States and we should
understand what they represent. The
first of these, the N. S. F. A„ presents
to you the National Student Federation
of America which is our national stu-
; organization formed on a non-re-
ted to promoting stu-of the first Transatlantic ligious
i is an "envoy extraordinary," dent interests in this country and fur-
of peace and good will, thering world peace through friendship
feoes the enthusiastic welcome with with students all over the world. This is
i'hich the Latin American countries our national unit in the great world
ire greeting him presage friendlier re- effort of the students of all nations to
ijations between those countries and our further peace. The C. I. E. stands for
own? That is a difficult question; the French words for the International
Students. It is the
organization which unites all the thirty
individual member units that repre-
sent student unions in as many nations
of the world. It is the "League of
Students," and once a year it holds a
Congress in some central city, Geneva,
Prague, Rome, Paris, to which delegates
come from all of the member National
Student Unions to dis<
understanding between nations
For nine years the C. I. E. 1
an active organization and
carried out a wide program to
its purpose. This is but the third
the S. P. A. and
The lity
lost a valuable member in the
death of Mrs. A. A. Smith, the
mother of Associate Profewor
Louise Pettibone Smith. Mrs.
Smith was a graduate of Mt.
Holyoke College, of the class of
!sr,4.
.tnd throughout her life was
dci-ph interested in edm.itimi.il
problems and in social and politi-
cal questions. The community
extends its sincere sympathy to
Aiiss Smith.
wing of the Museum
Boston, that has been un
jr three years. The
ouse the collection
jf Europe and Ami
part of which is now in I
: Fine Arts,
r construc-
The wing follows the perimeter of a
square, enclosing a large courtyard
open to the sky. A courtyard garden,
mewhat formal in planting and
chitectural arrangement, is being
,rried to completion simultaneously
ith the new wing.
The wing is three stories high, its
;tericr being in harmony with the
he older parts of the
building. American art of the
eenth and eighteenth centuries
cupy the lowest floor on the gar-
;vel. General European art is
installed on the next, or ground
floor. Three rooms on this floor are
Derby-Rogers house at Peabody, Mass-
ihusetts, containing fine wood-carving
Samuel Mclntyre.
European art is also being placed on
e third, or main floor in galleries and
several very important original panelled
ms. All the galleries are arranged
sequence to mark the achievemenr
one period against another, and for
lullei appreciation of the qualities
'he aim of the Museum has not been
rely to display a series of historical
ms in this wing, but rather to show
such rooms and related galleries the
cress and changes in the decorative
s of Europe and America over a
period of several centuries. Each room
completely furnished in the best taste
the period represented, and in ad-
cent galleries are fine collections of
contemporaneous objects, to supple-
The galleries along the north
g constructed, but the arrange-
rooms and related galleries has
intained by temporarily using
as galleries some of the spaces which
will ultimately serve as period rooms.
The exterior of the north wall has
been made of stucco pending the con-
struction of the additional galleries
which will be faced with granite to
match the exterior fl tush of the whole
An important adva tage in the event
f visitors at the
arrangement of roo ns and galleries
which permits visitor.. to circulate free-
ly from one room tc
pass easily from floe r to floor. Each
room and gallery communicates with at
least two other rooms or galleries, mak-
ing it possible for t le visitor actually
it as an alcove.
The realization of this new wing is
due to the great generosity and vision
of Boston people. Its completion will
mark another step ;oward the final
accomplishment of ar original plan for
the whole Museum m ade before 1907 by
Guy Lowell, achitect and his commit-
tee of advisory archit cts, E. M. Wheel-




jh on his sturdy
Blessed One Him-
The Little Christ of Prague, is looking
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near fountain in Ad buildiinr
I AM AN EXAM BOOK
apologies to Shakespeare,
it not impertinent >
vir-
ginity, scorned my desire tor solitude,
thwarted my soporific trend, blackened
my face and filled me with white lies,
and what's the reason? I am an Exam
book: Hath not an Exam book visual
ews, dementias, feelings,
;s-ions, fed by the same
by
suppose you think it is amusing to be
segregated because of an "F"?). subject
to the same disappointments, healed by
If a human wrong a book
what should his sufferance be by hu-
man example? Why, desertion. The
villiany you heap upon me must be
executed, and it will be hard but I shall
better the
WHITE ELEPHANTS
Being an aggregate list of all those
unnecessities acquired during the re-
cent holidays and season of festive
giving and transported back to Welles-
ley, with appended suggestions for
their disposal:
800 homely or near homely boutanieres
Mail special delivery to the cook.
650 copies of "My College Days" with
lots of space for pasting dance pro-
grams. Use pages for scrap paper.
the for
900 pairs of painted shoe trees.
Use these often and constantly; th
i'orget-me-nots will soon wear off.
376 engagement pads.
If your sense of humor is well devel
oped keep this on y<
sight of the blank pages should be
the
Two of these snatched after the light
is out and just before hopping into
bed are almost as practical as one
decent linen one. People experienced
in this can soon run through a dozen
or more entirely with out offense to
their neighbors.
5 five dollar gold pieces.
Don't be silly! Any theatre in Boston
will give you $1.50 in change and an
orchestra seat for one of these.
8 satin sachets.
We thought these were almost ex-
tinct. However several pinned to the
lapel of your Lab smock is one way
600 unexchangeable books you have
read. If you haver
a throwing disposition there
ways the hospitals and this t
On Signing Daily
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How will your office look?
Not like this, of course
d
li will find in ir a dozen jobs that
done more quickly mid ertVctivtly
rricity—and done so quietly as to
riwlly unnoticed. In fact, electricity
TO-DAY in a modern office you




culating Ma-hines; Cash Regis-
ters; Interior Telephones, Card
Recorders; Card Sorrers; Time
Recorders; Accounting Machines
Time Stamps. Clocks; Mailing
Machines; Typewriters; Fans;
MAZDA Lamps, and many other
But visit a modern office! A thou-
sand letters to go out by four
o'clock. A new price list to all
customers in to-night's mail, without
fail. Enter electricity. Two or three
people turnswitches.and thehnished
letters come out of an ingenious
machine Another motion and they
are sealed and stamped Only elec-
tion could i;lc [!ut job done.
Here's a statistical job. The reports
are in; thousands of figures to
analyze. Looks like overtime for
fifty clerks. "Certainly not," answers
electricity, as a button starts the
ds are punched with light-
ing fingers. Electric sorters devour
1,000 cards an hour. Tabulators
Go to almost any bank today. Hand
in your account book. Click, click,
click, goes the electric book-keeping




—you, the clerk, the
i electricity is the book-
In the office of to-morrow you
find " electtical fingers" doing i




'ri. and Sat., Jan. 13 and
"FIGURES DON'T LIE"
Mon. and Tues., Jan. 16 and 17
"MADAME POMPADOUR"



















TAGORE, LIKE GANDHI, TAKES
HIS EXCEPTION TO MISS MAYO
A letter to the Editor of the Nation
appearing in the last issue proves that
another Hindu besides Gandhi is
stirred to indignation by Katherine
Mayo's Mother India.. Rabindranath
Tagore writes. "I came to know from
the advertising columns of your paper
thai Miss Mayo's book has been lauded
by Arnold Bennett as 'shocking in the
honorable sense.' Unfortunately for
obvious reasons there is a prevalent
wish among the race that rules India
to believe any detraction that may
sequently the kind of shocks that Miss
Mayo has manufactured otters them a
delicious luxury of indignation." He
accuses her of dextrously manipulating
lies mixed with facts. He hopes that
her readers will have the chivalry to
suspend their judgment and not weigh
too heavily a casual tourist's impression
To prove that her "facts tortured in-
Tagore cites her perversion of his
statements in Keyserling's Book of
Marriage, for him especially she selec-
ted as target in her midnight raid. She
burgles away his true meaning, stating
that he is in favor of child marriages
in India. He invites Miss Mayo's
compare it with Miss Mayo's inter-
The Theater











Characterized as a "play of the vari-
eties," this production lives up to its
sub-title. Entertainment, mystery, pa-
thos, humor and horseplay are the com-
ponent parts of the ultimate effect.
The plot, ushered in by a bewildering
introduction, makes its appearance
most unexpectedly and then proceeds to
hold the interest of the audience more
completely than such plots usually do.
The final scene of The Spider is not so
good as the earlier ones, but any con-
clusion to the situation created in the
hr>! ; ; flat.
John Halliday is the central figure
and the best actor in the play. For an
actor to portray a man in his own
profession is not easy, but Mr. Halliday
does it convincingly and artistically.
Paul Nugent as Alexander, Halliday's
Arthur Hull in the role of the doctor
is, at times, mediocre and disappointing.
The leading feminine part is a minor
one but Eleanor Griffith does what she
The setting of The Spider is a the-
atre, the scenes shifting to various
parts of the building. Any audience
likes to look "behind the scenes," and
this time they are fully satisfied. In
this play the audience has a very real







seriously he expected us to take
We could even detect the squealing
of the field mice if he so intended.
This last number left us in a charmed
if unexalted mood. The whole program
was conspicuous for its musicianship
and delicacy of feeling. It was only
incidentally a vehicle for virtuosity on




No lapsing of va<
er of years even. <
f Jelly d'Aranyi
And, after all, we are only flmirini: back
she herself brought to us. We loved
to hear her play because she truly loved
to play for us. Those of us who had
the privilege of meeting her will never
forget how she skipped about from one
to the other of us crying in her "so
"I am so excited! I am so excited!"
On the stage she was the same vivid
Jelly d'Aranyi, alive, vigorous, re-
strained only by a becoming stage dig-
nity. Ravel knew Miss d'Aranyi when
he wrote his Tzigane for her. It has all
the fire, all the strength, all the imag-
ination of herself. He must have seen
her as we saw her that night against
the silver curtain, her heavy gold skirt
swaying about her ankles, her face
lifted, making music. For Miss d'Aran-
She 1
rom first to last, a creative art
as the genius power to make 1
speak and a strange way. all 1
if drawing her bow off the strir
vibrating.
From the beginning of the Tartini
Sonata, through the Bach Chaconne,
which marked, perhaps, the height of
her achievement, to the last of the
Brahm-Joachim Waltzes her music had
a warm Hungarian flavor and the same
naive charm that we felt in her. Mrs.
Hobday's piano counterpart, particu-
larly in the Mozart Concerto and in the
Tzigane was at once brilliant and sym-
pathetic.
It may be that we loved Jelly d'Aranyi
because she was so young. Besides her
passion for music she had a zest for
living that we might well envy. In her
ew sights and sounds
brought to us a refreshing breath
the style to be bored and cranky
the world. As for her playing,
even the severer critics deny her ge
K. S. H.. IS
LONDON STRING QUARTETTE
There is perhaps no musical medium
more perfect, more satisfying than a
small string group in well balanced
combination. To the London String
Quartette we could listen forever and
ever and then some more.
The program began at its climax of
excellence. The Beethoven Quartette
in F was written to be played as we
heard it Thursday night. Nothing
could be more suited to stringed instru-
ments than the staccato "knocking"
theme answered in the different instru-
ments in successive keys. In this, too,
many of the themes were given to the
'cello, and its player, C. Warwick Evans,
was outstanding among the performers.
The Dvorak Quartette in F was not
"negro" in any simple sense, but the
negro element was there, subtle and
transformed. In the first movement it
came to us with a "strumming" bass;
in the second, in the accompaniment
with a suggestion of the rich, easy
blending of negro harmonies under an
alien melody. The last two movements
were gay and short, ending with a
chromatic glissando and a lilting re-
turn to the theme.
The Fairy Suite by H. Waldo Warner,
the viola player of the Quartette,
caught the airy fancy of the "Pixy
Ring." An eerie shivering of sound
was well produced by the strings and
gave the atmosphere to the whole.
with
. the playing gave
K. S. H., )
the
EXHIBITION AT ART MUSEUM
January 11 through February 1
An exhibition of paintings and etch-
ings by Mr. Frederick K. Detwiller of
New York opened at the College Art
Museum on Wednesday, January 11th.
Included in this exhibition is a series
of etchings showing the construction
of wooden ships during the World War,
made while Mr. Detwiller was engaged
in the Government War Service.
Another series, especially prepared,
illustrates the process of making an
aquatint etching from water color
sketch to finished print.
ART IN BOSTON
EXHIBITS
Fogg Art Musuem, Cambridge—open
week-days. 9-5, Sundays 1-5. Water-
colors by Arthur Pope, through Janu-
ary 19. The exhibitor is reported to
make his pictures from rapid fire
sketches, the work of a very few min-
utes, which are later reconsidered and
ani|..hJi.-'d the
about painting and does not limit him-
self to what he actually saw."
Guild of Boston Artists. Paintings
by Charles H. Woodbury, through
January 21. Mr. Woodbury is well
known to Wellesley.
Doll and Richards, Modern Prints.
through January 17.
R. C. Vose Galleries. Paintings by
old masters. Etchings by Blampied,
Heintzelman, and Brouet. The ex-
hibition of old masters is quite unusual
and important. It includes work of
artists of the sixteenth and seven-
teenth centuries, German and Flem-
ish, with a considerable number by
the greater and lesser English painters
of the eighteenth century. There are
works by Reynolds. Romney, Lely,
Harlow, El Greco, Rubens. Bol, Maes.
Van Goyen, and others.
Goodspeed's Bookshop. Etchings by
(Continued on Page 7, Column It
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Out From Dreams and
Theories
NEED CAREFUL SELF ANALYSIS
IN CHOOSING ONE'S VOCATION
During the month of E ecemb
r printed a
series of articles by H. Adele Howe
who is H ad of Employers and Execu-
tives' Exchange, Boston. The articles
tied "Finding Your Right
Work in he Adult World
em which face. pers™
First, you must analyze yourself ;
do it very fully. Treat yourself as
absolute stranger and put down c
race, religion, age, birthplace, e
then give all details about educat
and past experience in any line. Fast
experience is important not only be-
cause it may allow you to take an ad-
vanced position in that line, but also
because it may help to show what kind
of work you enjoy. Your individual
aptitudes and acquirements are im-
portant factors in determining what
work to consider. Therefore, give all
and recreations. Sum up your weak
"the lack of ability in any given line
usually indicates a difference in des-
tiny rather than a weakness and
should cause you no cono
Having considered you t.illnliiK :.i
T(.
successfully fill a position you must
have the proper education and train-
ing and also be in sympathy with the
ideals and policies of the house you
are to represent. There is also the
personal side; do you wish work which
number of people, or do you prefer to
work alone? See "if you can work
harmoniously with your immediate
superior and your associates, and if
your own type of individuality fits into
the picture and can develop to best
advantage."
Set yourself a goal which will show
"the position you ought to be holding
at some definite future date, the salary
least, the progress you should have
made in self-development."
"There is a right place for you.
POSITIONS IN RETAIL STORES
INTERESTS AND PROFITABLE
One of the most fascinating answers
to that ever present question of what
to do after college was given by Mrs.
Dorothy Walsh on December 12, when
she discussed "Personnel Work in Re-
tail Stores." Mrs. Walsh said that the
definite attempt to have college people
in their employ. Nevertheless, prefer-
ence is given to those college graduates
1KH! .
training in store work. Mrs. Walsh
recommended the Prince School ir
Boston and the University of Pitts-
burgh. Both schools guarantee then
graduates well-paying positions. These
stylists or artists, for with the rapid
development of art in window display
and in the merchandise itself th
a wide field for the artistically inclined
For preparatory courses Mrs. Walsh
advised as much Psychology as possible,
also English. French and Economics.
PUBLISHING HOUSE OPPORTUNITIES
The thought of publishing house
work has been hazily esconced in many
of our minds, offering a gold rimmed
picture of editorial chairs, baskets of
manuscripts, elated discoveries of un-
polished geniuses and fascinating work.
To Miss Theresa Fitzgerald, general
manager of the Atlantic Monthly, was
given the task of unveiling the prospects
i "Publishing House Work" and clear-
ig our illusions along editorial lines.
For the student who has not special-
ed in any particular subject but who
as ability and a good college record
ic best openings lie in secretarial po-
tions. Stenographic training, while
i asset in procuring the position, in
at absolutely essential. As secretary
. an editor, a girl with an intelligent,
itical mind may absorb much. Sooner
later she will have a chance to show
ill--.- in*) go i
she
clad in armor and wearing long
pointed shoes. On the proper left
kneels a female figure in a girdled robe
with her hair In a horned coiffure.
scriptions in black, red, and gold, now
almost totally obliterated.
The pictorial conception of the
Father supporting the crucified figure
between his knees was common in the
fifteenth century and its treatment
was a combination of traditional forms
and current styles. From the method
of representing the hair and the fresh-
ness and vitality of the conception, it
seems probable that the Boston image
was made in the early part of the fif-
teenth century rather than later when
both style and treatment had become
heavy and stereotyped. The hair of
the Father stands out from his head in
iii-l- bis
-eated. Both are painted
1 overlaid with gilt. The
mnounted by a crown of
alternating with recessed
; are open. Thei
easily, she may have a chance to edit a
jn her special topic. Later through
reading and studying texts she may
'.t- lu'i cntic'il ;il>:h;ies ;'.s well ;is
lanipulation of the English Ian-
goage. There are fewer openings for
who have specialized, but once _
found, they give infinitely greater re- K
Ending. Miss Fitzgerald assured i
it our "light will not be hidden
if there is talent," warning us not to W
depend on scrubbing office floors in -q
interim. Even that work has spe- B
sts now. and we might not shine jg
omparison. The picture was still a
gold-rimmed, but our editorial aspna- j*
IMPORTANT ENGLISH ALABASTER
ACQUIRED BY BOSTON MUSEUM
Important Engli
sculpture of the fifteenth century has
added to the collections of the
Museum of F::i» Arts, woston. Ala-
baster carving flourished in England in
fifteenth centuries
ultilized primarily for the
production of religious objects. Port-
als and reredoses,
"THE CELLAR"
Park Manor Babson Park







,1 Private Bus will be




tensively throughout England and on
Continent. The Reformation cut
t the demand for these objects and
the hands of iconoclasts and from the
wear and tear of time. Today few ex-
amples so perfectly preserved as the
Boston image have survived and rare
indeed are those which embody, as
does this one. the best traditions of the
art in its most flourishing period.
It is of white alabaster of the kind
mined in southern Derbyshire and the
adjoining corner of Staffordshire. This
alabaster is quite easily distinguished
from the transparent type with a net-
work of fine brown lines used for small
religious reliefs by the Flemish in the
The Dainty Shop
Colonial Bldf. St. Floor









from 10 cents up






Lovely new importations may be had
IN THE
Shop of Barbara (Soroon







A list of International Exchange
Fellowships and Scholarships for grad-
uate study abroad is posted on the
Vocational Information bulletin board.
These are offered under the auspices of
the Institute of International Educa-
tion, and include opportunities for study
in Czecho-Slovakia, France. Germany,
Hungary and Switzerland. Applica-
tions for these fellowships must be
February and others on or before the
first of March.
Alice I. Perry Wood. Director.
turies, and from other alabasters used
elsewhere on the Continent. The stone
of the Boston image is of a fine
crystalline character similar to soft
f alabaster ac-lextuiv which rhi:- tvpi
quires when worked.
Colors Oiui Ki i-lii
r r^HEKB arc, fortunately, in this age
J. some people who still believe that
all conventions
. . . that culture and re-
finement are not strangers to blithe gaiety




$172.50 (up) round trip
ATLANTIC TRANSPORT LINE
LEYLAND LINE -RED STAR LINE
than congealed .iloufne
Distinct SQns The Barbi2on WJ
; carving is thirty-eight inches and that's the type v
by fifteen inches wide and repre-
B. L. KARTT
Tailor and Cleanser
Sq. opp. Post Off. Tel. 0217-M
The Novelty Shop
Wellesley Square, opp. Bank
Mark Down Sale
find
sents God the Father holding the
crucified figure between his knees.
Traces of gilding on the head of the
cross remain and may have indicated
the presence of a dove, symbolizing tine
Holy Spirit, thus completing the Trin-
ity. Above the cross are nine figures,
probably representing the earthly hier- jYj£
archy, supported in the gilded folds of
the Father's robes, arranged as a tunic.
On the proper right of the image is
a small figure of a kneeling knight .,,-
J£ Exhibit ofEARLY WINTER STYLES
January 19th at the Wellesley Inn
"Fitting the Narrow Heel"
Andrews comer
Temple Place and Washingto Boston, Mass.
WELLESLEY COLLEGE NEWS
out a thing of joy or one of grief. At
Ihe artist's
and quite l'reqnenllv represents In-
inest endeavors.
"The equipment ne essary—a piece
of paper supported in some fashio
. a
OLD FORD IS FOUND FAILING color remains practically
SUPERSEDED BY THE FORD CAR /l" TlT!!"": "J
M
'T
tate to make the e
were being added, and ever
Ford owner and prospect!
could repeat Edsel Ford's
momentous newspaper releases verba
tim and can remember now the epocl
the first fin-
ished product
Mr. Ford in the esteem of his fellow-
countrymen.
But the fact is that the new Ford
' penetrated to the vil-
Wellesley, where its daily
' at Putnam and Delhi's Garage
! well attended
STIMULATING CREATIVE POWER





Wednesday, January 11: 8:15 A.M.
Morning Chapel. Miss Moses will lead.
7:00 P.M. Washington House. Chris-
tian Association Meeting. President
Pendleton will speak.
Thursday, January 12: 8:15 A.M.
Morning Chapel. Miss Harriet Hardy
Manufacturing Company will speak on
"College Women in Industrial Con-
cerns." (Committee on Vocational In-
8:00 P.M. Alumnae Hall. "Potem-
kin," a story of Russia in 1905. Mov-
ing Picture for the benefit of A. K. X.
under the auspices of the Inter-Society
Council. Tickets, 50 cents, on sale at
El Table Wednesday, Thursday, Friday,
and at box office Friday evening, also
at Clement's Drug Store.
Saturday, January 14: 8:15 A.M.
Morning Chapel. President Pendleton
will lead.
Sunday, January 15: 11:00 A.M. Me-
morial Chapel. Preacher, Miss A.
Maude Royden, Associate Minister in





7 :30 P. M. Hall.
Monday, January 16: 8:15 A.M.
(promptly) Billings Hall. Current
Events. Mrs. Hedder will give the re-
8:00 P.M. Chapel. Organ Recital
by Mr. Ryder.
8:00 P.M. Billings Hall. Lecture by
the Hon. Rennie Smith. Labor Member
of Parliament. Subject: "Is Great
Britain played out?"
Tuesday, January 17: 8:15 A.M.
Morning Chapel. President Pendleton
will lead.
Wednesday, January 18: 8:15 A.M.
Morning Chapel. Mrs. Curtis will lead.
4:40 P.M. Billings Hall. Mental
Hygiene Lecture by Dr. Martin (re-
quired for Freshmen).
7:00 P.M. Washington House. Chris-
tian Association Meeting. Mrs. Char-
lotte H. Brown, Principal of Palmer
Memorial Institute, Sedalia, N. C, will
Note: Exhibition of paintings and
etchings by Mr. Frederick K. DetwiUer
of New York opens Wednesday, Janu-
grants of money and time to gather
reproductions of nearly all the extant
pts, and from
scholars hope to produce a gen-
uinely critical text of Chaucer's works,
project, under Professor
Nitze. head of the
ment. is to edit sor
mil Art 1
'24 Margaret K. Holbrook to Mr.
Charles H. Smiley. University of Cali-
fornia, '24.
Married
'20 Pauline Perkins to Mr. Rush-
worth P. Jordan, Harvard '10, Novem-
ber 4. Address: 398 Main St., Saco
'22 Dorothy Stone to Mr. A Irving
Melvin, December 19, in Watertown
Address: 12 Flint Road, Watertown.
'26 Kathryn Connor to Thomas
Howard Mullen, Georgetown University
ex-20, December 13, 1927. Chicago. Ill,
'17 To Constance Curtiss Cross, a
third daughter. Ricarda, November 16
To Edith Dyatt Archibald, a son
and third child, Robert Gordon, Nov-
'19 To Elizabeth Bell Greenfield, a
second son, Bruce Bell, November 23.
'20 To Dorothy Calvert Dooman, a
son, Calvert. November 7, in Tokyo
'21 To Leslye Thomas Diffln, a son
James Thomas, November 26.
'24 To Noma Hoagland Meyer, a
daughter, Cecile Anne. October 8.
To Frances Easton Tufts, a son
Leonard Tufts 2nd. in Pinehurst, N. C
'26 To Helen Bassett Hauser, a son
December 2, in Brooklyn, N. Y.
'85 Dr. Julia Bissell,
iley College medical





99 Lillian Bullis McMillan, Decem-
r 26. in Syracuse.
05 Mrs. Mary Belle Proctor Brown,
ither of Helen L. Brown, December
in Concord, N. H.
16 Mrs. Francis B. Brandt, mother
Lida R. Brandt, and of Edith Brandt
Mallory '23, December 13, in Philadel-
phia.
x'19 Francis James Wagner, Septem-
er 6, in Scranton, Pa.
Alfred Hall Hauser, Jr.. aged 2 weeks
days, son of Helen Bassett Hauser,
6, on Dec. 12, 1927. at her father's
ome, Brooklyn, N. Y.
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ind, once probably
green, dotted with small flowers having
white petals and red centers. On the
of the base are two plain shields
which probably bore rich decorations
lly. The right hand of the
is lifted in a gesture of author-
ty. while the left, now missing, may
symbol of authority. The
group is carved in high relief and care-
illy finished on the side but left rough
jwn on the back, suggesting that it
ood against a wall on a platform in
slight recess.
The Boston figure gives to America
another example of this interesting
lase of English art which is but
eagerly represented in this country as
yet.
Depart-
Under the inspiring ot the
s to be
from the contribution to
scholarship which they will make.
almost unparalleled
opportunity exists for graduate stu-
vts to work at first hand in manu-
ipt materials formerly available only
European libraries and to receive a
training in research work under almost
eal conditions.
COLLEGE NOTES
NEWS OF MISS HAZARD
Miss Caroline Hazard, ex-president
id trustee emeritus, to whom Wel-
) constantly and deeply hi-
ll in Santa Barbara, early in
after a month of journeying
debted,
Minion
eled ] by i
a GeiH-uia, to Albany of that
and on to Tuskeegee. and again
Tucson, Arizona, to Santa Bar-
At the Georgia Normal and
Agricultural College in Albany, an in-
Dlored students to which
she had already given Caroline Hall,
the Adminstration Building, there was
with impressive ceremonies.
E a Boy's Dormitory, Peace
Hall, followed by a concert in her
On Monday January
Branch of the Americai
University Women and the College
Club gave a luncheon at the Club-
house, 40 Commonwealth avenue, in
honor of Mademoiselle Mespoulet.
After lunch Mademoiselle Mespoulet
spoke on the poetry of Paul Claudel.
The Freshman-Sophomore Literary
Club meeting which was to be 1
Friday night Jan. 6 was postponed
cause of the history lecture.
'28 Rosalie Marcuse to LeRoy R
Cohen, Jr., University of Virginia, B. S.
'23. Law '26.
'28 Martha Cooper to Robert M
Repp. Williams, '25.
'28 Helen Strauss to E. Mayor Aaron,
Aaron. Nortwestern University. Law '18.
'28 Edith Bernstein to Ferdinand
Wesyheimer.
'28 Mary Jane Carrier to James
Angell McLaughlin. University
Michigan, Harvard Law.
29 Dorothy Eaton to William
Davis, Washington State College.
OUR CONTEMPORARIES
Early to bed" must have been the
slogan at Barnard recently when a
ntest was held to see which class
uld sleep most during one week. Such
contest has a most attractive sound,
was held in connection with "health
•ek." It must have done much to
|)ci|iulai'i/e the idea of health.
Another interesting form of contest
being considered in England. Oxford
and Cambridge both have air squadrons
ire said to be planning flying com-
petitions.
Lee mid-year exams approach, the
•eport of the Psychology Department
Bryn Mawr will be of interest to
many. The Department experimented
with body weight, before and after the
For two years the stu-
uwuiL'iim the loss of a pound or
made better grades, while those
gained or lost more than a pound did
Leuba explained that "Calori-
tests show that purely intellec
ork has little or no effect oi
ence, the changes ii
body weight are referred to emotional
(Continued from Page 1. Col. 2)
phy of Sharing, The Relation of Chris
tianity to the Religions of the World
Life's Ultimate Needs and Jesus Christ
of tremendous importance that
the Orient is vitally interested in Jesus,
- interpreting Him anew for its
heard what was said on this question
by the Chinese. Japanese and Indian
It was inevitable that our ideas on
Christian missions should be changed
Never before had we seen them as so
integral a part of that relationship be-
i rapidly at the present time
East and the West, in creating fii
fellowship and understanding, and
making the spirit of Jesus operative
personalities and relationships I
This does not presume to be a report
the
appreciation and an invitaunn
who would have a part in the tf
help us to realize some of these values
in our fellowship as students here,
are meeting on Sunday evening, Jan.
15th, in the Severance parlor to give
our report of the Convention and
discuss some of its most important
sues. Those who have been interested
in the Youth Movement will find
a chance to take part in what the
youth of the West are doing. We hope
to continue with some sort of a discus-
sion group throughout the year, in or-
der to think out more clearly the basi:
of our own faith, and our relationship
to the situation in different parts
the world. Only in this way can we
make the impetus of the Convention
Helen Post, '29,
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are cordially invited to avail themselves of the
facilities offered by this bank. We solicit your
Checking and Savings Accounts and assure you
that any business entrusted to us will receive
our best attention.
Safe Deposit Boxes for rent $5.00 per An-
num and up.
THE WELLESLEY NATIONAL BANK
CAPITAL $150,000 SURPLUS $250,000
AT WELLESLEY INN
"When dreary without
' Tis cheery within
Dusty Rhodes' Free Throw—
or Fame for a Day
TlIEY didn't expect him to make a point. But
he made a free throw. And that free throw was
the cause of their winning the game. The crowd
went wild and more girls wanted to put their arms
around Dusty's neck than he could accommodate.
Fame !
And after the game Dusty had a few team-
mates around to his rooms. He served them
"Canada Dry." It made a big hit—even bigger
than winning the basketball game. More fame!
This ginger ale has a delightful flavor . . .
tang to it T . . dryness . . . sparkle. It has a
subtle gingery flavor because it is made from pure
pepper), and iwla bene it blends well with other
CANADA DRY
•• The Champagne cf ginger -Ales"
